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Abstract

This paper presents a large-scale modeling study characterizing fluid flow and tracer transport

in the unsaturated zone of Yucca Mountain, Nevada, a potential repository site for storing high-

level radioactive waste. The study has been conducted using a three-dimensional numerical

model, which incorporates a wide variety of field data and takes into account the coupled

processes of flow and transport in the highly heterogeneous, unsaturated fractured porous rock.

The modeling approach is based on a dual-continuum formulation of coupled multiphase fluid and

tracer transport through fractured porous rock. Various scenarios of current and future climate

conditions and their effects on the unsaturated zone are evaluated to aid in the assessment of the

proposed repository’s system performance using different conceptual models. These models are

calibrated against field-measured data. Model-predicted flow and transport processes under current

and future climates are discussed. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Unsaturated-zone flow and transport; Surface infiltration; Site characterization; Numerical simulation;

Fracture–matrix interactions and perched water

1. Introduction

Characterization of unsaturated flow and transport processes in fractured rock has

recently received increased attention due to their importance to underground natural

resource recovery, waste storage, and environmental remediation. In the arid western

United States, the thick unsaturated zone (UZ) of the highly heterogeneous, fractured
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tuff at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is currently under consideration by the US Department

of Energy as a potential site for the storage of high-level radioactive waste. The UZ at

Yucca Mountain, with a thickness between 500 and 700 m, has been studied extensively

in the past few decades; many types of data have been collected from the site and used

for characterizing the UZ system.

Quantitative investigation of water and gas flow, heat transfer, and radionuclide

transport at Yucca Mountain is an essential step for conducting site-characterization

studies, designing the repository and assessing the system’s performance. Numerical

modeling has played a crucial role in understanding the fluid movement in the

unsaturated zone for evaluating the effects of hydrogeologic, thermal, and geochemical

conditions on various aspects of the overall waste-disposal system. Whereas laboratory

and field experiments are limited in both space and time, numerical modeling provides a

means to study physical processes on large temporal and spatial scales relevant to

understanding physical processes associated with nuclear waste disposal in a geologic

formation. Performance-assessment models based on numerical simulation of water and

gas flow, heat transfer, and tracer/radionuclide transport can include all known important

physical and chemical mechanisms that affect the behavior of the potential repository

and the host rock.

Characterizing the coupled processes of flow and transport in a large-scale, three-di-

mensional, fractured system, such as the UZ of Yucca Mountain, is both conceptually

and computationally challenging. A number of numerical models for evaluating UZ

hydrologic conditions at Yucca Mountain have been developed since the 1980s. Studies

before the 1990s were primarily using one- and two-dimensional models to understand

basic flow and transport behavior (Rulon et al., 1986; Pollock, 1986; Tsang and Pruess,

1987). In the early 1990s, Wittwer et al. (1995) started developing a three-dimensional

(3-D) model that incorporated many geological and hydrological complexities, such as

geological layering, degree of welding, fault offsets, different matrix and fracture

properties. Ahlers et al. (1995) continued the effort of developing the UZ model with

increased spatial resolution using refined grids. Their studies considered processes such

as gas pressures and moisture flow, temperature and heat flow analyses, and rock

property evaluation through inverse modeling. A more comprehensive mountain-scale

numerical model (Wu et al., 1999a) has since been developed to study flow processes in

the UZ of Yucca Mountain. A comparative study of different approaches for handling

fracture and matrix flow and transport was conducted to investigate the rapid movement

of solute in fractured tuffs at Yucca Mountain (McLaren et al., 2000). In parallel with

flow simulation efforts, site-scale modeling studies on tracer and radionuclide transport

at the site were also reported (e.g., Robinson et al., 1996; Viswanathan et al., 1998).

The site characterization in this paper has been conducted to obtain scientific

understanding of flow and transport processes in the unsaturated zone of Yucca

Mountain under current and future climatic conditions. In addition, the current work

demonstrates how to characterize a specific site with complicated, unsaturated fracture–

matrix flow and transport using a numerical model and field data. More specifically, the

current effort is aimed at analyzing flow and transport behavior under various climates

and different hydrogeological conceptual models. In contrast, our previous investigations

(Wu et al., 1999a,b) were focused on presenting a methodology of developing and
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calibrating a large, mountain-scale numerical model. The current study consists of (1)

developing a new 3-D UZ flow and transport model based on the most current

geological framework model and repository design; (2) assessing impacts of the nine

infiltration scenarios under present-day and future climates and different perched-water

conceptual models on percolation patterns; and (3) performing tracer transport studies

under different flow conditions.

The primary objectives of the site characterization of this work are:

� To integrate the available data from the UZ system into a single, comprehensive,

and calibrated 3-D model for simulating the ambient hydrological and

geochemical conditions for use in predicting system response to future climate

conditions
� To quantify the moisture flow through the UZ, under present-day and estimated

future climate scenarios
� To estimate radionuclide transport times

The following issues are considered critical to the performance of the potential

repository:

� The spatially and temporally averaged values of the percolation flux at the potential

repository horizon
� The components of fracture and matrix flow and interactions within and below the

potential repository horizon
� The effects of observed perched-water zones, and associated flow barriers and

lateral flow diversion
� The probable flow paths from the potential repository to the water table
� The effects of faults on UZ flow and transport processes
� The role played by the Paintbrush nonwelded (PTn) unit in lateral flow diversion

and damping infiltration pulse
� The tracer transport times, potential radionuclide migration paths from the potential

repository to the water table and breakthrough curves and collection areas at the

water table.

To achieve the above objectives, we have calibrated the UZ model using available

field data, including field-observed matrix saturation, water potential, and perched-water

data. A series of model calibrations and sensitivity analyses have then been conducted

with the 3-D model to investigate the effects of variations in rock and fault properties

and in model boundary conditions, using different perched-water conceptual models as

well as different climate conditions.

This work is divided into the two categories: UZ flow analysis and UZ tracer

transport analysis. The UZ flow characterization covers the areas of percolation fluxes,

steady–steady flow fields, fracture–matrix flow components, lateral flow diversion,

perched-water zones, and the effects of major faults and geological units. The tracer

transport analysis focuses on estimates of tracer transport times and pathways from the

repository level to the water table.
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2. UZ model description

2.1. Geological model and numerical grid

The area domain of the UZ model encompasses approximately 40 km2 of Yucca

Mountain (Fig. 1). The UZ is between 500- and 700-m thick, overlying a relatively flat

water table in the vicinity of the potential repository area. The proposed repository

would be located in the highly fractured Topopah Spring Welded unit, more than 200 m

above the water table. Yucca Mountain is a structurally complex system of Tertiary

volcanic rock. Subsurface hydrologic processes in the UZ occur in a heterogeneous

environment of layered, anisotropic, fractured volcanic rocks (Scott and Bonk, 1984),

consisting of alternating layers of welded and nonwelded ash flow and air fall tuffs.

The primary geologic formations found at Yucca Mountain, beginning from the land

surface, consist of the Tiva Canyon, Yucca Mountain, Pah Canyon, and the Topopah

Spring Tuffs of the Paintbrush Group. Underlying these are the Calico Hills Formation,

Fig. 1. Plan view of the 3-D UZ model grid, showing the model domain, faults incorporated and borehole

locations at the Yucca Mountain.
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and the Prow Pass, Bullfrog, and Tram Tuffs of the Crater Flat Group (Buesch et al.,

1995). These geologic formations have been reorganized into hydrogeologic units based

primarily on the degree of welding (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). These are the Tiva

Canyon welded (TCw) hydrogeologic unit, the Paintbrush nonwelded unit (PTn),

consisting primarily of the Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon members and their bedded

tuffs, the Topopah Spring welded (TSw) unit, the Calico Hills nonwelded (CHn), and

the Crater Flat undifferentiated (CFu) units. The hydrogeological units vary significantly

in thickness over the model domain.

An essential requirement of a valid 3-D grid for representing the UZ system is to

preserve the important geological characters, such as layers and faults, which have

significant impact on flow and transport modeling results. The 3-D, irregular, control-

volume grid (Fig. 1) is generated using the WinGridder mesh generator (Pan et al.,

2000). Fig. 1 shows a plan view of the resulting 3-D model grid as well as the horizontal

model domain. Note that the 3-D UZ grid uses relatively refined meshes in the vicinity

of the proposed repository, located near the center of the model domain. Also shown in

Fig. 1 are the locations of several boreholes, used in model calibrations and analyses.

Each gridblock in the plan (x–y) plane on Fig. 1 represents a vertical column in the 3-D

grid. Shown in Fig. 2 is a vertical cross section of the 3-D grid, displaying grid layers,

geological units (using code-letter names), faults, and the potential repository location

along the west–east section (A–AV) of Fig. 1.
In addition to the highly heterogeneous nature of the fractured tuffs at the mountain,

flow and transport processes are further complicated by numerous strike-slip and normal

faults with varying amounts of offset (Scott and Bonk, 1984; Day et al., 1998). The

vertical offset along these faults commonly ranges from ten to hundreds of meters, and

generally increases from north to south. These major faults generally penetrate the

Fig. 2. Cross-section grids through the 3-D model, showing the vertical gridding and offsets of the explicitly

modeled faults along the west–east cross section (A–AV of Fig. 1).
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complete UZ thickness. Faults are important to be included in the UZ model grid since

they may provide fast pathways for flow and transport or serve as barriers to lateral

flow. Conceptually, three important features of a fault are conserved in the numerical

grid. First, a fault serves as a separator that causes discontinuity of geological layers and

may serve as a structural barrier to lateral flow under unsaturated conditions. Second, a

fault zone is continuous and may serve as a fast path for downward flow. Third, a fault

may not be vertical, and its angle of inclination may vary spatially. Implementation of

these fault features in the UZ grid is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The 3-D UZ model grid, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, has 1324 mesh columns of both

fracture and matrix continua and 37 computational grid layers in the vertical direction,

resulting in 97,976 gridblocks and 396,770 connections in a dual-permeability grid.

2.2. Modeling approaches

The simulation results presented in this study were obtained using the TOUGH2 and

T2R3D codes (Pruess, 1991; Wu et al., 1996). The conservation equations involve mass

of air, water, and chemical components as well as thermal energy are discretized using

the integral finite-difference method. The discretization method makes it possible, by

means of simple preprocessing of geometric data, to implement double- and multiple-

porosity, or dual-permeability methods for treatment of flow and transport in fractured

porous media. The TOUGH2 formulation handles the time fully implicitly, using a

first-order backward finite-difference scheme. The resulting discretized finite difference

equations for mass and energy balances are nonlinear and are solved using the Newton/

Raphson iterative scheme.

Fracture–matrix interactions in this work are handled using the dual-permeability

model. This method has a better handling of transient flow and transport than the

effective continuum method and computationally much less demanding than the dis-

crete-fracture-modeling approach. Both matrix–matrix flow and fracture–fracture flow

are considered important to moisture movement in the UZ of Yucca Mountain (Robinson

et al., 1996) such that the dual-permeability approach has become the main approach

used in the modeling studies of Yucca Mountain Project (Wu et al., 1999a,b). The

dual-permeability methodology considers global flow and transport occurring not only

between fractures but also between matrix grid blocks. In this approach, the domain is

represented by two overlapping (yet interacted) fracture and matrix continua and

fracture–matrix flow is approximated as quasi-steady (Warren and Root, 1963). As

applied in this study, the traditional dual-permeability concept is further modified using an

active fracture model (Liu et al., 1998) to represent fingering flow effects through

fractures.

2.3. Model boundary conditions

The ground surface of the mountain is taken as the top 3-D model boundary, and the

water table is treated to be spatially fixed as the bottom boundary. For flow simulations,

surface net infiltration is applied to the top boundary using a source term. The bottom

boundary, the water table, is treated as a Dirichlet-type boundary. All the lateral
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boundaries, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, are treated as no-flow (laterally closed)

boundaries. This is reasonable because these lateral boundaries are either far away or

separated from the repository by faults, and no-flow boundaries should have little effect

on moisture flow and tracer transport within or near the potential repository area.

2.4. Current and future climates

Current and possible future climates are implemented into the model in terms of net

surface infiltration rates in the modeling studies. Net infiltration of water resulting from

precipitation is the most important factor affecting the overall hydrological, geochemical

and thermal–hydrologic behavior of the UZ. Infiltration and percolation through the UZ

provide a vehicle for transporting radionuclides from the repository to the water table. In

an effort to cover various possible scenarios and uncertainties of future, a total of nine

net infiltration maps are implemented into the modeling studies. These infiltration rates

are estimated by the US Geological Survey (USGS) scientists (Hevesi and Flint, 2000;

Forrester, 2000) for the site. The nine infiltration maps represent present-day, monsoon,

and glacial transition—three climatic scenarios. Each of the three scenarios is repre-

sented by lower-bound, mean, and upper-bond values.

The statistics of the nine infiltration rates are summarized in Table 1 for average

values over the model domain. The lower- and upper-bound infiltration values for each

climate scenario are intended to cover the uncertainties of possible higher or lower

ranges of rates. The two future climatic scenarios (i.e., the monsoon and glacial

transition periods) are used to account for possible higher precipitation and infiltration

conditions in the future climates at the mountain. A plan view of the spatial distributions

for the nine infiltration maps, as interpolated onto the model grid, is shown in Fig.

3(a)–(i), respectively, for the present-day, monsoon and glacial transition infiltration

scenarios of lower-, mean and upper-bounds. The figures show similar distribution

patterns, but very different values with the nine maps, and higher recharge rates are

located in the northern part of the model domain and along the mountain ridge from

south to north. Net infiltration pattern at Yucca Mountain is spatially highly variable

because of variations in soil cover and precipitation (Flint et al., 1996). Although

substantial research efforts have been devoted to determination of net infiltration over

the mountain, direct measurements were proven difficult due to the low moisture flux

and high potential evapotranspiration rates at the mountain area. Net infiltration rates

(Fig. 3) have been estimated based on average annual precipitation and other field

observation data using a modeling method (Hevesi and Flint, 2000).

Table 1

Average values of infiltration rates over the UZ model domain

Climate scenario Lower infiltration

(mm/year)

Mean infiltration

(mm/year)

Upper infiltration

(mm/year)

Present-day 1.20 4.56 11.24

Monsoon 4.60 12.36 20.12

Glacial transition 2.40 17.96 33.52
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2.5. Model parameters and rock properties

The input parameters for rock and fluid properties include (1) fracture properties

[frequency, permeability, van Genuchten (1980) a and m parameters, aperture, porosity,

and interface area], (2) matrix properties (porosity, permeability, and the van Genuchten a
and m parameters), and (3) transport properties (grain density, tortuosity, diffusion, decay

and sorption coefficients), respectively, for each model layer. Fault properties (matrix and

fracture parameters) are also needed for each unit of TCw, PTn, TSw and CHn. The

development of these parameters is presented in several related studies (Ahlers and Liu,

2000; Liu, 2000), and calibration of 3-D model properties is discussed below. These

estimated rock and fluid properties (Wu et al., 2000) are used in the present study.

Fig. 3. Net infiltration maps for the nine current and future climate scenarios, (a) present-day, lower-bound; (b)

present-day, mean; (c) present-day, upper-bound; (d) monsoon, lower-bound; (e) monsoon, mean; (f) monsoon,

upper-bound; (g) glacial, lower-bound; (h) glacial, mean; and (i) glacial, upper-bound.
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Based on the geological conceptual model, the rock parameters are estimated and

specified in general layer by layer in the model, although certain areas in the CHn unit are

altered to vitric or zeolitic regions. In these property-altered layers, zeolitic and vitric tuff

properties are specified to correspond to actual geologic properties according to the

alteration layers. We treat all of the geological units, including fault zones, as fracture–

matrix systems using the dual-permeability concept. The van Genuchten relative perme-

ability and capillary pressure functions (van Genuchten, 1980) are used to describe

variably saturated flow in both fracture and matrix media.

3. Model calibration with moisture and perched-water data

Model calibration is a critical step in developing a representative model of the UZ

system of Yucca Mountain. In model calibration studies, field-measured liquid saturation,

water potential, pneumatic, and perched-water data are used to estimate input parameters of

the 3-D model. The model calibration efforts in this work are focused on matching perched-

water occurrences using a 3-D model (though they also match matrix liquid saturation and

water-potential data, as well). During field investigations, several perched water zones were

encountered in the UZ of the site (Rousseau et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1999b), including UZ-

14, SD-7, SD-9, SD-12, NRG-7a, G-2, and WT-24 (see Fig. 1 for their locations). These

perched-water occurrences were found mostly to be associated with low-permeability

zeolites in the CHn or the densely welded basal vitrophyre of the TSw unit.

The presence of perched-water bodies in the vicinity of the potential repository at Yucca

Mountain has a potential impact on the repository performance, and at the same time it

provides invaluable insight into water movement, flow pathways, and the surface infiltra-

tion history of the mountain. For example, it implies that water may not travel vertically

through the unsaturated zone to the water table directly, but has somehow been trapped or

diverted laterally. As a result, perched-water zones may divert water around low-permeabi-

lity zeolitic layers that have substantial capacity to retard radionuclide transport by sorption.

A permeability-barrier conceptual model for perched-water occurrence has been used in

the UZ flow modeling studies since 1996, as summarized in Wu et al. (1999b). The major

assumptions with the permeability-barrier concept (Conceptual Model #1) of this study

are: (1) no large-scale vertically connected fractures transect the underlying low-perme-

ability units, (2) both vertical and horizontal permeabilities within and below the perched-

water zone are small compared with permeabilities outside perching zones, and (3)

sufficient percolation flux ( > 1 mm/year) exists.

A second model (Conceptual Model #2) is an unfractured zeolite model. Similar to the

permeability barrier Model #1, this model presumes that the occurrence of perched water

at Yucca Mountain results mainly from the lack of globally connected fractures within

zeolitic units. This model can be considered a special case of the permeability barrier

model, in which a water-perching mechanism is controlled by the low-permeability

zeolitic matrix only (i.e., the effects of fractures on flow in zeolites in the entire CHn

unit are ignored). The concept of an unfractured zeolite model is partially supported by the

observed fracture data (Liu, 2000), which suggest a very small fracture frequency within

zeolitic units.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of simulated and observed matrix liquid saturations and perched-water elevations for borehole

SD-12, using the three conceptual models with present-day, mean infiltration rate (with the thin-dashed lines

representing interfaces between hydrogeological units).

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated and observed water potential and perched-water elevations for borehole SD-12,

using the three conceptual models with present-day, mean infiltration rate (with the thin-dashed lines representing

interfaces between hydrogeological units).
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In the present numerical studies, the occurrence of perched water is assumed to follow

either of the two conceptual models, permeability-barrier model or unfractured zeolite

model. In other words, a perched-water body is formed mainly as a result of permeability-

barrier effects. Conceptual Model #3 under consideration is a nonwater-perching model.

This model is introduced mainly for sensitivity analyses and comparative studies with the

two water-perching models.

To calibrate the 3-D model against observed perched-water conditions at Yucca

Mountain, some local modification of rock properties is necessary. For Conceptual Model

#1, calibrated parameters of fracture and matrix permeabilities within perched zones were

manually calibrated from a series of 3-D modeling studies. Matrix permeabilities of

potential perched layers/zones are based on average values of the measured matrix

permeabilities, while fracture permeabilities used for the northern perched zones are

assumed to be 10 times higher than matrix permeabilities. Other than intrinsic perme-

abilities, van Genuchten’s a and m parameters, as well as residual saturations for matrix

blocks within perched zones, are identical to parameters estimated from the inverse

modeling studies using moisture, pneumatic and geochemical data (Ahlers and Liu, 2000).

For Conceptual Model #2, the unfractured zeolite model, rock properties of all the

fractures within the potential perched layers/zones are replaced by the corresponding

matrix properties from the inversion (Ahlers and Liu, 2000). There are a total of seven sets

of properties used in this study, for different infiltration rates and perched-water conceptual

models (Wu et al., 2000).

In the following, the simulation results are presented and discussed in terms of (1)

comparisons with matrix liquid saturation and water potential data, and (2) match with

observed perched-water bodies. We have checked all simulation results with the two

perched-water conceptual models against observed saturation, water potential, and

perched-water data at all the observation boreholes. For brevity, Borehole SD-12 is

selected to show the match between observed and modeled vertical-saturation, water

potential profiles and perched-water locations (Figs. 4 and 5), respectively. In general, the

modeled results from all the simulations are in reasonable agreement with the measured

saturation data (Fig. 4) and with measured water potential profiles (Fig. 5). Note that

below the top of the CHn unit, no measured water potential data for SD-12 are available

for comparison. In addition, the observed perched-water elevation and water potential data

at the perched level seem to be contradicted to each other, because the water potential at

perched-water zones should be (near) zero, which is not shown by the field data (Fig. 5)

and needs further studies.

Also shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are the water-perching elevations at this borehole,

indicating a good agreement between what was observed and what was simulated using

the two perched-water conceptual models. The nonwater-perching model (Conceptual

Model #3) cannot predict perched-water conditions in the borehole.

4. Flow patterns and analyses

The UZ flow modeling studies discussed in this section are conducted for insights into

flow behavior within the UZ system. These studies are based on the results from 21 3-D
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steady-state flow simulations under different perched-water conceptual models and climate

scenarios. This section summarizes the modeling results, including modeled percolation

fluxes and flow fields, fracture and matrix flow components, and specific studies of PTn

and CHn hydrogeological units, perched-water occurrence, and major fault effects.

4.1. Percolation flux at the potential repository horizon

Percolation flux through the UZ is one of the most critical factors affecting potential

repository performance. The quantity and spatial and temporal variations in percolation

flux directly affect: (1) the amount of water flowing into waste emplacement drifts; (2)

moisture conditions and the corrosion environment of canisters within the drifts; (3) waste

mobilization from the potential repository; (4) thermo-hydrologic behavior of the potential

repository; and (5) radionuclide migration from the UZ to the saturated zone. However,

because percolation fluxes of unsaturated flow cannot be readily measured in the field, we

must rely on indirect data and model results to estimate these for total system performance

assessment (TSPA) of the Yucca Mountain site.

The past modeling studies (Wu et al., 1999a,b) indicate that accurate model predictions

of percolation fluxes at Yucca Mountain depend on many factors. The most important ones

are: (1) net infiltration rates over the surface boundary under various climate scenarios; (2)

representative geological and conceptual models; (3) reliable distributed rock property

values for fractures and matrix blocks; and (4) treatment of fracture–matrix flow and

interactions. Percolation fluxes at the repository horizon, as predicted by the current

model, have been analyzed using 21 3-D UZ flow simulation results, with nine infiltration

maps, representing current and future climates, and the three conceptual models.

Fig. 6(a)–(i) shows samples of percolation fluxes simulated at the repository level for

the nine infiltration rates of present-day, monsoon and glacial-transition climates. As

discussed for the perched-water studies, differences in perched-water models are only

reflected in fracture–matrix properties in the CHn, which have little effect on the upstream

flow above the CHn unit, such as at the higher-elevation repository level. Modeling results

show that simulated percolation fluxes at the potential repository are similar to the surface

infiltration flux (Fig. 3).

Fig. 6 displays a highly nonuniform pattern of flux distributions (the darker blue spots

on the figure indicates the higher percolation fluxes modeled). In this figure, the

percolation flux is defined as total vertical liquid mass flux per year through both fractures

and matrix in mm/year, which is the commonly used unit for surface infiltration. The high

percolation fluxes are located primarily at the northern part, secondarily along the Solitario

Canyon fault and the crest in the middle portion of the model domain. A similarity

between the modeled percolation fluxes at repository level and their corresponding surface

infiltration values (Fig. 3) indicates that no large-scale lateral flow diversion occurs when

flowing from surface to repository level. Beneath the repository horizon, as discussed

below, the distribution of percolation fluxes is more diffuse and generally spread to the

east as a function of lateral flow.

The statistics of the averaged percolation fluxes within the repository footprint,

extracted from the 3-D flow model results for the three mean infiltration scenarios, are

listed in Table 2. The table indicates that the total percolation flux within the potential
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repository is very similar to the average surface infiltration rate over the entire model

domain of Table 1. The only exception is the glacial-transition scenario, which predicts a

higher average percolation flux within the repository footprint than the average value over

the entire model domain.

Percolation fluxes within the repository footprint can be further analyzed using a

frequency distribution plot, which displays the average percentage of the repository area

subject to a particular percolation rate. This information is important to drift-scale

modeling studies of flow and transport at drifts and flow focusing phenomena through

the TSw. Fig. 7 shows the frequency distribution of normalized percolation flux within the

repository horizon for the three mean infiltration rates.

Fig. 6. Simulated fluxes at repository using Conceptual Model #1, for the nine current and future climate

scenarios: (a) present-day, lower-bound; (b) present-day, mean; (c) present-day, upper-bound; (d) monsoon,

lower-bound; (e) monsoon, mean; (f) monsoon, upper-bound; (g) glacial, lower-bound; (h) glacial, mean; and (i)

glacial, upper-bound.
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Fig. 7(a) indicates that the highest flux frequencies have fluxes within the 1.0–4.0 mm/

year range and occur over about 50% of the repository area. The nodal area with

percolation fluxes greater than 20.0 mm/year comprises only about 1% of the total

repository area. For the monsoon scenario, Fig. 7(b) shows that the highest frequency of

percolation fluxes is in a range of about 6 to 7 mm/year, occurring over 18% of the total

repository area. Less than 1% of the repository area is subject to 50 mm/year or higher

percolation rates. For the high-infiltration, the glacial-transition climate, the highest areal

frequency of percolation fluxes is in the range of 8 to 13 mm/year (Fig. 7(c)), 25% of the

total repository area, and less than 3% of the repository area is subject to 60 mm/year or

higher percolation flux. In general, the percolation flux value with highest areal

frequencies is lower than the average values of the corresponding infiltration rates.

4.2. Fracture and matrix flow components

Steady-state fracture and matrix flow components can also be analyzed using the UZ

flow model results. This analysis examines the effect of various climate scenarios and

perched-water conceptual models on fracture and matrix flow, especially at the repository

level of the TSw unit. Fracture flow is expected to dominate percolation where flux

exceeds the hydraulic conductivity of the matrix. This is most likely to occur within the

densely welded units, such as in the TSw. Fracture flow has important implications for

flow into emplacement drifts and therefore may directly impact the long-term performance

of the potential repository. In addition, fractures provide preferential fast flow paths from

the ground surface to the repository level and from the repository level to the water table.

For these reasons, the conceptual model of fracture flow is of major concern for

calculations of radionuclide releases from the potential repository.

Similar to percolation fluxes, fracture and matrix flow components are difficult to

measure directly at the site. The partitioning of flow between fractures and matrix must,

therefore, be inferred from modeling results. Examples of simulated fracture and matrix

flow at the repository horizon are shown in Fig. 8. The terms ‘‘fracture flow’’ and ‘‘matrix

flow’’ are defined as mass flux of water flowing through fractures or matrix, respectively.

Summation of fracture and matrix flows gives total flow or percolation flux.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows that fracture flow is predominant, as compared to matrix flow

for the same climate scenario, at the level of the potential repository. Table 3 lists the

percentage of fracture–matrix flow components at the potential repository horizon and the

Table 2

Average percolation fluxes simulated within the potential repository footprint for the three mean infiltration

scenarios

Climate scenario; mean infiltration

over the UZ model

Average percolation flux within potential

repository (mm/year)

domain (mm/year) Fracture Matrix Total

Present-day; 4.6 4.02 0.52 4.54

Monsoon; 12.4 12.11 0.79 12.90

Glacial transition; 18.0 19.52 0.94 20.46
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water table as a percentage of the total flux. These statistics, predicted using the 18

simulation results of nine infiltration maps and two perched-water conceptual models,

provide important input data for the system performance assessment. They show that

fracture flow is dominant both at the potential repository horizon and at the water table in

all 18 flow fields.

4.3. PTn flow studies

The PTn hydrogeological unit plays a potential significant role in assessing repository

performance by altering the pattern of percolation into the underlying TSw unit. A key

issue is whether the PTn is dominated by matrix flow, resulting in a generally uniform

percolation flux into the underlying repository rocks of the TSw, or whether preferential

flow paths within the PTn serve to focus flow above or around potential repository drifts.

The PTn unit consists of non- to partially welded tuffs, and it extends from the base of

the densely welded and devitrified portion of the Tiva Canyon Tuff to the top of the

densely welded portion of the TSw. The combined thickness of these layers exceeds 150

m at the northern end of Yucca Mountain, while at the southern end, the PTn thins to less

than 30 m.

The PTn unit displays significantly different hydrogeological characteristics from the

TCw and TSw units that bound it. Both the TCw and the TSw are characterized by dense

welding and intense fracturing. Where exposed at the land surface, the TCw plays an

important role in controlling net surface infiltration, since fracturing through the low-

porosity matrix may initiate rapid vertical percolation. During percolation through the

PTn, the flow pattern changes from fracture-dominated flow in the TCw, to matrix-

dominated flow within the PTn, to the initiation of significant fracture flow in the upper

layers of the TSw. In the 3-D UZ flow model, the PTn unit is represented using six lateral

model layers (Fig. 2). This may be very coarse for detailed analyses to capture flow effects

for thin layers ( < 10 m) of the PTn.

The conceptual model for the current UZ flow studies at Yucca Mountain relies on a

steady-state flow assumption. Net infiltration at the bedrock surface (top of the TCw unit)

is actually episodic, with significant pulses probably occurring only once every few years.

These spatially and temporally variable pulses of moisture percolate rapidly through the

highly fractured tuffs of the TCw, as indicated by the numerous bomb-pulse chlorine-36

signatures measured within the TCw (Fabryka-Martin, 2000). However, at the TCw–PTn

interface, where welded tuffs grade sharply into nonwelded tuffs, flow behavior changes

from fracture-dominated to matrix-dominated flow. The highly porous PTn matrix may

significantly attenuate the episodic infiltration flux; however, in localized areas such as

around faults and zones with high infiltration rates, fracture flow within the PTn may still

predominate. In general, the high storage capacity of the PTn matrix tends to damp

moisture flow through the unit so that percolation flux across the bottom of the PTn into

the TSw is more uniformly distributed spatially and temporally for the areas far away from

faults. Therefore, the net episodic surface infiltration may be approximated as steady state

for flow through the units below the PTn.

The flow pattern through the PTn unit can be analyzed using the modeling results. The

simulations reveal two types of lateral flow diversion through the PTn: (1) up to a hundred
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meters movement to the east in the areas above the potential repository and (2) lateral

diversion into major faults (e.g., Solitario Canyon and Ghost Dance). In general, high

infiltration zones of the mountain crest along the middle, north–south model domain are

damped and spread into larger areas after crossing the PTn.

Table 4 compares the fraction of vertical fracture–matrix flow at the middle of the PTn

with that at the repository horizon below. Note that on the ground surface, infiltration is

introduced into fractures only; therefore, it is 100% fracture flow at the top of model

domain. The statistics in Table 4 shows that matrix flow is dominant in the PTn unit,

taking nearly 90% of the total flow and with little variation among the three climate

scenarios. This indicates that a dramatic transition takes place from fracture-dominant flow

within the TCw down to matrix-dominant flow in the PTn, crossing the interface between

the TCw and PTn units. While flowing continuously down across the PTn and TSw

interface, percolation flux changes back from matrix-dominated to fracture matrix-

dominated flow into the TSw, as indicated by the statistics in Table 4.

4.4. Effects of major faults

Major faults may provide a direct path from the repository horizon to the water table and

thus significantly affect the ambient hydrogeologic system as well as flow and transport

processes at Yucca Mountain. This is particularly significant for the strategy of waste

isolation because radionuclides released from the potential repository could bypass altered,

Fig. 7. Areal frequency and distribution of simulated percolation fluxes within the repository horizon under three

mean infiltration rates: (a) present day; (b) monsoon; and (c) glacial transition.

Fig. 8. Matrix flow (a) and fracture flow (b) at repository horizon, simulated using the present-day, mean

infiltration rate.
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zeolitic or vitric layers within the CHn hydrogeologic unit, where they could be retarded by

sorption. Alternatively, faults might be considered a positive feature of the site if they divert

water around waste emplacement drifts or prevent laterally flowing water from focusing at

the area of waste emplacement. Compared to the surrounding rock, larger fracture apertures

and higher fracture densities generally lead to increased permeability and reduced

capillarity within and near faults or fault zones. Flow is also affected by the amount of

offset at the fault, which can range from meters to hundreds of meters. However,

quantitative analyses of faults and their roles prove to be difficult because only limited

tests have been performed on faults and there exist large uncertainties in fault properties.

Fig. 2 shows several vertical and inclined faults and fault displacements along the

vertical cross section of the east–west UZ model domain. In this section, we investigate

the conceptual model of fault influence on the hydrogeologic system using the UZ flow

model, in which faults are represented using a vertical or inclined walls 30 m thick.

Vertically, faults are subdivided into four hydrogeological units, according to their

connections to the neighboring nonfaulting rocks, in the four major hydrogeological units

of TCw, PTn, TSw, and CHn. Therefore, each fault, as shown in Fig. 2, is represented in

the model as a vertical or inclined 3-D sheet of gridblocks. The rock properties of faults

were estimated using a two-dimensional inversion of saturation, water potential, and

pneumatic data (Ahlers and Liu, 2000).

An example of the effects of faults on UZ flow is presented in Fig. 9(a) and (b), using

the simulation results from the present-day, mean infiltration map. A comparison of the

Table 3

Comparison of the water flux through fractures as a percentage of the total flux at two different horizons (1) at the

potential repository and (2) at the water table, using the nine infiltration scenarios and two perched-water

conceptual models

Climate Present-day Monsoon Glacial transition

Perched

model

Infiltration Potential

repository

(%)

Water

table

(%)

Potential

repository

(%)

Water

table

(%)

Potential

repository

(%)

Water

table

(%)

#1 low 86.6 84.7 90.0 90.1 86.9 87.2

#2 low 86.4 69.4 89.9 76.6 86.8 71.4

#1 mean 83.7 86.7 89.5 90.2 91.4 90.5

#2 mean 83.7 71.2 89.5 80.9 91.4 83.4

#1 upper 94.5 95.4 95.6 96.5 96.5 96.9

#2 upper 94.3 82.1 95.5 83.9 96.4 89.0

Table 4

Comparison of the water flux through matrix and fractures as a percentage of the total flux at the middle PTn and

at the potential repository

Climate Flux at middle PTn (%) Flux at potential repository (%)

Fracture Matrix Fracture Matrix

Present-day 11.6 88.4 83.7 16.3

Monsoon 12.1 87.9 89.5 10.5

Glacial transition 11.8 88.2 91.4 8.6
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Fig. 9. Effects of faults on UZ flow for the present-day, mean infiltration rate; (a) simulated fluxes at the water table, (b) simulated groundwater flowpaths (white lines

indicating flow lines releasing from the top boundary, red lines for connections of gridblock centers, and background colors showing matrix liquid saturation) along the

west–east cross section within fracture– fracture flow fields.
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Table 5

Comparison of the water flux through faults as a percentage of the total flux at four different horizons (1) on ground surface; (2) interface between PTn and TSw; (3) at the

potential repository; and (4) at the water table

Climate scenarios; mean Fraction of total flow through faults (%)

infiltration (mm/year)
Ground surface PTn–TSw interface Potential repository level Water table

Total South North Total South North Total South North Total South North

Present-day; 4.6 3.8 3.6 3.9 14.3 18.9 12.7 14.6 19.8 12.7 34.9 15.9 42.0

Monsoon; 12.4 4.1 3.8 4.2 10.5 13.0 9.6 10.5 13.3 9.5 42.4 21.9 51.3

Glacial transition; 18.0 4.0 3.7 4.1 9.1 10.8 8.4 9.1 11.0 8.2 44.4 24.3 54.2

Total denotes flow over the entire model domain, South denotes flow over southern part/half model domain with north Nevada coordinate less than 233,500 m; and North

denotes flow over northern part/half model domain.
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flux pattern between surface infiltration (Fig. 3(b)) and the water table map (Fig. 9(a))

clearly indicates that under the current conceptual model of faults, flow has been

significantly diverted to the faults while penetrating the UZ system. At the top boundary,

infiltration rates or distributions, as shown in Fig. 3(b), are located independently of fault

locations. However, upon arriving at the water table, a large fraction of the water has been

diverted to the Solitaro Canyon, Ghost Dance, and other faults in the model domain.

The effects of faults on UZ flow under the current conceptual model can be analyzed

using vertical flowpath plots. Fig. 9(b) displays such results, showing flow fields through

fractures (flow through matrix is similar) along a west–east cross section. The flowpath

results shown along the 2-D cross section are extracted from the 3-D flow fields and the

background contours show liquid saturation in the matrix. Fig. 9(b) shows that flowpaths

Fig. 10. Simulated 3-D view of perched-water bodies along the base of the TSw, using the simulation results of

Conceptual Model #1 with present-day, mean infiltration rate (the blue contours denote the domain with 100%

water saturation and the green for the areas with less than 100% water saturation).
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for particles released in the surface areas close to faults either converge down along or

parallel to faults. No flow lines are seen to cross faults within the cross section. This

indicates that faults can serve as either capillary barriers or downward flow conduits for

UZ percolation.

Examination of the simulation results reveals that the fraction of flow occurring through

the faults, as a percentage of the total flow (through the fractures, matrix, and faults),

increases with depth. Table 5 lists these percentages at four different horizons for the three

climate scenarios. At the ground surface, 4% of the total flow occurs through the faults.

This percentage increases to 10–15% for flow through the PTn. At the water table, fault

flow accounts for 35–44% of the total flow. The percentage of fault flow at the water table

Fig. 11. Simulated fluxes at the water table using Conceptual Model #1 for the nine current and future climate

scenarios: (a) present-day, lower-bound; (b) present-day, mean; (c) present-day, upper-bound; (d) monsoon, lower

bound; (e) monsoon, mean; (f) monsoon, upper-bound; (g) glacial, lower-bound; (h) glacial, mean; and (i) glacial,

upper-bound.
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is the most sensitive to the climate scenario compared to the other horizons. It increases

from 35% to 42% to 44% going from present-day, to monsoon and to glacial-transition

climates, respectively. In addition, Table 5 shows that flow percentages through faults at the

water table in the southern part (through vitric zones) are very different from the northern

part (through zeolitic zones) of the model domain. Fault flow consists of 42%, 51%, and

54% of the total flow in the northern model domain versus only 16%, 22%, and 24% in the

south for the three infiltration scenarios. This indicates more lateral flow diversion

occurring in the north when crossing the low-permeability zeolitic zones of the CHn.

4.5. Calico Hills unit and perched water

In terms of groundwater flowpaths and travel times, as well as radionuclide transport

from the repository level to the saturated zone, the CHn hydrogeologic unit plays a crucial

role. This unit separates the potential repository horizon from the saturated zone. The

predominantly nonwelded nature of the CHn makes these initially high-porosity, vitric tuffs

susceptible to hydrothermal alteration. Hydrothermal alteration produces low-permeability

clays and zeolites that create complex, heterogeneous flow paths within the unit. The

observed widespread alteration within the CHn has impacts for perched-water occurrence,

for groundwater flow paths and travel times, and for radionuclide transport as well, because

of the reduced permeability and the sorptive potential associated with zeolitic rocks.

Within the UZ flow model, the CHn is represented with 14 model layers based on

lithostratigraphy and available hydrogeologic properties (Fig. 2). The CHn unit extends

from the base of the lower welded vitrophyre of the TSw to the top of the welded portion of

the Bullfrog Tuff. The CHn consists of the non- to partially welded vitric subzone of the

lower TSw, the pre-Topopah Spring bedded tuffs, the Calico Hills Formation, the pre-

Calico Hills bedded tuffs, the entire Prow Pass Tuff, and the upper nonwelded, vitric

portions of the Bullfrog Tuff. The cumulative unsaturated thickness of the CHn ranges from

about 400 m at the northern end of Yucca Mountain to approximately 200 m near the

southern end.

Simulations using the two conceptual perched-water models (see Section 3) incorporate

all the three climate scenarios (present-day, monsoon and glacial transition) and their

associated lower-bound, mean, or upper-bound infiltration maps. Both perched-water

conceptual models can generally match the water perching conditions, as observed in

Yucca Mountain. Fig. 10 presents a simulated perspective view of 3-D perched-water

bodies and their volumetric extensions. This figure shows water saturation distributions, in

fractures, along the bottom of the TSw or the low basal vitrophyre layer with Conceptual

Model #1. The blue isosurfaces on the figure reflect the regions near 100% liquid

saturation or perched-water zones, within fractures along the model layer, while the green

isosurface represents a portion of the model layer with fracture liquid saturations less than

100%. Fig. 10 clearly shows several extensive perched-water bodies, separated by faults,

predicted to be present in the northern part of the model domain.

Effects of perched-water zones on flow processes in the CHn unit may be best

explained by comparing percolation fluxes simulated at the repository level with those

at the water table. Fig. 11(a)–(i) presents the simulated percolation fluxes at the water

table for the nine mean infiltration rates of present-day, monsoon, and glacial-transition
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climates with Conceptual Model #1. The simulated percolation fluxes for these nine

climates at the repository level are shown on Fig. 6(a)–(i).

Figs. 6 and 11 show large differences in the magnitude and distribution of percolation

fluxes and their distributions at the water table from their counterpart at the repository

horizon. In addition, the simulation results confirm significant lateral flow or diversion

occurring above or within the CHn from both perched-water models. Comparing the flux

distribution in the northern part of the model domain indicates high percolation fluxes at

the water table, which is focused along the major faults. Compared to the flow patterns at

the repository level, the water table flux maps of Fig. 11 show significantly lower fluxes

(red zone) in the northern part of the potential repository area, directly below the perched-

water bodies and bounded by the Solitario Canyon and the Drillhole Wash faults. A large

amount of water is diverted laterally to the east, along layer slopes, and intersects faults

that focus flow downward to the water table.

In the southern part, below the potential repository area, the majority of percolation flux

at the water table is found to be contributed by matrix flow in the high-permeability vitric

zones. Even in these areas, however, certain amount of water is laterally diverted to the

east and intercepted by faults along the thin zeolitic layers, as seen by comparing the

repository fluxes with the water table fluxes.

5. Transport simulation results and analyses

This section summarizes our studies of tracer/radionuclide transport using the 21 3-D

flow fields. The results present a comprehensive analysis of transport processes of

radionuclides from the repository to the water table, including understandings on the

effects of various climate or infiltration scenarios, different perched-water conceptual

models, and adsorption onto rocks.

5.1. Modeling procedure and transport parameters

Simulation results and analyses of this work are based on transport studies of

conservative and reactive tracers using a decoupled version of the T2R3D code (Wu

and Pruess, 2000). These modeling studies are conducted to obtain insight into radio-

nuclide transport from the repository to the water table. The dual-permeability modeling

approach as well as the same 3-D grid (Figs. 1 and 2) are used in the transport simulations.

Table 6

Kd values used for a reactive tracer transport in different hydrogeologic units (Wu et al., 2000)

Hydrogeologic unit Kd (cc/g)

Zeolitic matrix in CHn 4.0

Vitric matrix in CHn 1.0

Matrix in TSw 1.0

Fault matrix in CHn 1.0

Fractures and the matrix in the rest of units 0.0
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The 21 steady-state, 3-D flow fields, as discussed in Section 4, are directly used as input to

the T2R3D code for transport runs.

Tracers or radionuclides are treated as conservative (nonadsorbing) and reactive

(adsorbing) components transported through the UZ. For both cases, the mechanical

dispersion effect through the fracture–matrix system is ignored, because it was found to be

insensitive to modeled results for the flow system considered. A constant molecular

diffusion coefficient of 3.2� 10� 11 (m2/s) is used for matrix diffusion of the conservative

component, and 1.6� 10� 10 (m2/s) is used for the reactive component. In the case of a

reactive or adsorbing tracer, several Kd values are used for different units, as given in Table

6, and these values were selected to approximate those for neptunium (237Np) transport

property. All transport simulations were run to 1,000,000 years under steady-state flow

fields with constant initial source concentration conditions at the repository fracture

blocks. This is to assume that a tracer/radionuclide is released at the starting time of a

simulation instantaneously from fractures of the repository.

5.2. Simulation scenarios

For each of the 21 flow simulations, we conducted two transport runs—one for

conservative and the other for reactive tracer, respectively. Table 7 lists 7� 2 modeling

scenarios with the present-day, mean infiltration climates, out of a total of 21� 2

simulation scenarios, associated with conceptual models and the corresponding three

climates infiltration maps. In this table, the odd transport simulation numbers represent

transport simulation for conservative/nonadsorbing tracer/radionuclide and the even

simulation numbers represent reactive/adsorbing tracer/radionuclide transport.

5.3. Transport simulation results and analyses

Tracer transport times (since release from the repository to the water table) can be

analyzed using a cumulative or fractional breakthrough curve, as shown in Fig. 12 for the

present-day infiltration scenario. The fractional mass breakthrough in these figures is

defined as the cumulative mass of tracer or radionuclide arriving at the water table over the

entire bottom model boundary over time, normalized by the total initial mass of the

component at the repository. In the figure, solid-line curves represent simulation results of

Table 7

Fourteen transport simulation scenarios for the present-day infiltration rates

Transport simulation Perched-water

conceptual model

Infiltration map

P-T#1 P-T#2 #3 present-day, mean infiltration

P-T#3 P-T#4 #1 present-day, lower-bound infiltration

P-T#5 P-T#6 #2 present-day, lower-bound infiltration

P-T#7 P-T#8 #1 present-day, mean infiltration

P-T#9 P-T#10 #2 present-day, mean infiltration

P-T#11 P-T#12 #1 present-day, upper-bound infiltration

P-T#13 P-T#14 #2 present-day, upper-bound infiltration
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Fig. 13. Correlations of average infiltration rates and tracer transport times at 50% mass breakthrough for the 42

simulation scenarios.

Fig. 12. Simulated breakthrough curves of cumulative tracer/radionuclide mass arriving at the water table, after

release from the repository, using the three present-day infiltration scenarios and three conceptual models.
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conservative/nonadsorbing tracer transport, and dotted-line plots are for reactive, adsorb-

ing tracer transport. The 42 transport simulations (e.g., Fig. 12) show a wide range of

tracer/radionuclide transport times with different climates, type of tracers, and perched-

water conceptual models. The predominant factors in tracer transport times, as indicated

by these modeling results, are (1) surface-infiltration rates or climate scenarios (2) sorption

effects, whether the tracer is conservative or reactive. To a certain extent, perched-water

conceptual models also affect tracer transport times significantly. However, the overall

impact of the perched-water conceptual models on tracer breakthrough at the water table

are found to be secondary compared with the effects of infiltration and adsorption.

Fig. 13 correlates average infiltration rates and tracer transport times at 50% mass

breakthrough (or mean) for the 42 simulation scenarios, including all the nine climatic

scenarios, the two perched-water conceptual models and the nonperched-water model. Fig.

13 shows that the average tracer transport times are inversely proportional to the average

surface infiltration (net water recharge) rate over the model domain. As the net infiltration

rate increases from 5 to 35 (mm/year), averaged tracer transport (50% breakthrough) times

decrease by two to three orders of magnitude. As infiltration rates increase, adsorbing

tracer has a lower decreasing rate of transport time than a nonadsorbing tracer reflecting

retardation effects in the matrix system. Without accounting for adsorption onto matrix

rocks, as shown in Fig. 13, nonadsorbing tracers migrate much faster than adsorbing ones.

There is a two-orders-of-magnitude difference in travel times for the two types of tracers

under the same infiltration conditions.

6. Summary and conclusions

A large-scale modeling study is presented for characterizing fluid flow and tracer/

radionuclide transport in the UZ of Yucca Mountain potential repository. The methodology

used in the characterization studies includes (1) design of a proper 3-D grid that

incorporates complicated geological features, including 3-D, inclined faults, (2) model

calibrations against field data, and (3) flow and transport simulation studies using different

climate scenarios and hydrogeological conceptual models.

Using different climate scenarios and conceptual models, the simulated flow fields

predict percolation distribution within the UZ system, components of fracture and matrix

flow, probable flow paths below the potential repository, and groundwater travel times.

The modeled percolation fluxes and their distributions show that fracture flow is predicted

to be dominant in the welded tuff, both at the potential repository horizon and at the water

table. The model results also indicate that percolation flux at the middle of the PTn is

predominantly matrix flow, comprising nearly 90% of the total flow. On the other hand, all

the flow modeling scenarios indicate significant lateral flow diversion occurring at the

CHn resulting due to the presence of perched water or thick low-permeability zeolitic

layers. Faults act as major flow paths through the CHn under the current conceptualization.

The percentage of fault flow versus total percolation fluxes increases as mean infiltration

rates increase with depth.

Tracer-transport studies indicate that there exists a wide range of tracer transport times

associated with different climate scenarios, types of tracers/radionuclides, and perched-
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water conceptual models. Sensitivity analyses identify that surface infiltration rates and

adsorption effects in the CHn unit are the most important factors for determining tracer

immigration from the repository to the water table.

The flow and transport characterization of this work constitutes an important step in

understanding fluid flow and radionuclide transport processes at Yucca Mountain.

However, there are still considerable limitations and uncertainties with the current model

and its results. In particular, uncertainties associated with the 3-D flow fields are largely

attributed to the limited data available to characterize the spatial and temporal distribution

of net infiltration or future climates as well as the spatial variability of rock hydrologic

properties. This also imparts uncertainty in conceptual models used to describe flow

behavior, since these models are developed primarily from site data. The assumption of

steady-state flow and the use of layer-averaged rock parameters are among these

conceptual uncertainties. In addition, the dual-continuum modeling approach used

employs large-scale spatial and temporal averaging in representing the heterogeneous

fracture and matrix system. This volume-averaged concept may fail to capture phenomena

associated with ‘‘focusing’’ flow and transport along localized preferential pathways along

large, well-connected fractures (other than faults) or on a much smaller scale than grid

block size. Even though it is possible to simulate those localized flow and transport

processes using a volume averaged, continuum approach with sufficiently detailed grid

resolution, the lack in detailed knowledge of fracture/matrix properties and their spatial

distributions currently prevents such a modeling effort.

Through bounding and sensitivity studies, as demonstrated in this work, uncertainties in

the 3-D flow fields can be identified, constrained, and perhaps quantified. For example, a

systematic sensitivity analysis using a large number of numerical simulations of this work

may provide important data to examine the effects of current and future climate scenarios

on UZ flow. This helps bound model predictions of system responses during potential

future climatic conditions. Different conceptual models, in particular those related to

perched water below the potential repository horizon, have been developed and modeled

to assess the sensitivity of model results to changes in model parameters.

Overall, the simulated flow-field and tracer-transport results show greatest sensitivity to

the distribution and magnitude of net infiltration. Assumptions regarding the conceptual-

ization and parameterization of fractures within the CHn unit and of fault zones have large

uncertainties (as a result of limited data), yet these UZ features appear to have a significant

impact on flow behavior below the repository. Additional sensitivity studies, using

different conceptual models and a range of hydrologic parameters for fractures and faults,

are needed to assess the potential range of variability in flow behavior between the

repository horizon and the water table.
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